
CNN Anchor Left ‘Speechless’ When Identity of Gay Nightclub Shooter is
Revealed

Description

CNN’s Alisyn Camerota was at a loss for words on Tuesday night when the identity of the ‘Club Q’ gay
nightclub shooting in Colorado was revealed. Watch:

“So, attorneys for the accused shooter Anderson Lee Aldrich, say in new court filings tonight, that the
suspect now identifies as non-binary in a footnote to a motion asserting legal privileges,” Camerota
said.

“The public defenders say quote, Anderson Aldrich is non-binary,” she said with noticeable frustration.
“They use, ‘they/them’ pronouns, and for the purposes of all formal filings will be addressed: ‘Mx.
Aldrich’. So, in other words, not Mr. or Ms.”

“*” indicates required fields

“I don’t know what to say about that,” she confessed. “I mean, that’s not anything that we had heard
from his background. You know, people have been looking into his background and, I don’t know if
anybody here, are you guys lawyers? I mean, you know, I don’t know if, I don’t know what to say about
that. I mean, that’s what he’s now saying.”

“It sounds like they’re trying to prepare a defense against a hate crimes charge,” Errol Louis
speculated. “That’s the least of his problems, legally speaking. But it looks like they’re trying to build
some kind of sympathy or at least confusion on the question of whether or not this was purely
motivated by hate.”

“I mean, that is what it sounds like,” Camerota said. “We’ll wait to see.”
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There you have it. CNN hosts and pundits cannot wrap their minds around a mass shooting suspect
whose motives do not fit the left’s narrative about ‘white supremacists,’ ‘homophobes’ and ‘far-right
extremists’ committing atrocities.

The Club Q mass shooting fueled rampant speculation in the U.S. media that the assailant was a
“homophobe” who had allegedly committed a “hate crime.”

“Police identified the suspect as Anderson Lee Aldrich, a 22-year-old Colorado Springs resident who
was not known to have been at Club Q before,” the Washington Post reported. “Although the mayor
cautioned that the police investigation was just beginning, he said the shooting ‘has all the trappings of
a hate crime, but we need to look at social media, we need to look at all kinds of other information that
we’re gathering from people that knew the individual before we make any definitive conclusions about
a motivation’.”

It has come out once again that the left-wing media’s rush to blame their political opponents for the
senseless atrocity was ill-considered. The Post Millennial confirmed that the suspect is “non-binary.”

“Attorneys for Anderson Lee Aldrich, the individual charged with 5 counts of murder and 5 hate crimes,
have said that Aldrich is “non-binary” and uses ‘they/them’ pronouns,” the Post Millennial reported.
“Aldrich is accused of engaging in a mass shooting at Colorado Springs nightclub Club Q, killing 5 and
wounding more than 17. Aldrich is being represented by public defenders.”

The New York Times obtained documents that show the suspect’s attorneys list Aldrich as “Mx.
Anderson Aldrich.”

“The motive of the crime is part of the investigation and whether this was a hate crime is part of that
investigation,” Deputy Chief Adrian Vasquez of the Colorado Springs Police Department said.

The Daily Mail is also reporting that Aldrich’s father is an MMA fighter and porn star who went by the
name of “Dick Delaware.” Anderson Lee Aldrich was born Nicholas Brink. Heavy confirmed the name
change via public records in Texas.
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https://twitter.com/mountinman99/status/1594789733951049735
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2022/11/21/colorado-springs-clubq-shooting-what-happened/


Anderson Lee Aldrich.

Image not found or type unknown

The “Club Q” gay nightclub mass shooting left five dead and 17 wounded. It is the third time in recent
weeks that a mass shooting failed to fit neatly within the left’s narrative of smearing ideological
opponents.

On Tuesday night, seven people were killed in a mass shooting at a Walmart in Chesapeake, Virginia.
The Chesapeake police responded to an “active shooter” call at the Walmart at approximately 10:12
p.m.. According to Chesapeake police spokesman Leo Kosinski, police officers coordinated with a
tactical team to enter the store, where they found multiple bodies.

“It’s sad. We’re a couple of days before the Thanksgiving holiday,” Kosinski added.
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The City of Chesapeake confirmed at least seven fatalities, including the gunman, but cautioned that
the police investigation is still ongoing.

“We’re only a few hours into the response, so we don’t have all the answers yet. Chesapeake Police
continue their investigation into the active shooter event at Walmart on Sam’s Circle. We do know
there are multiple fatalities plus injuries and the shooter is confirmed dead,” a tweet read.
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But the suspect was identified as a store manager named Andre Bing.
Image not found or type unknown
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In a chilling account, employees mourn a colleague named “Brian”, who was one of the store’s
custodians. One employee allegedly played dead, and was able to survive because he did so.

One Walmart employee recounts the harrowing incident, including how his “manager” came out of the
break room and beginning shooting employees.

#BREAKING Walmart employee at #Chesapeake #Virginia says his manager came into the
break room and shot multiple employees #Walmart #walmartBlackFriday
pic.twitter.com/NLK5xFFCJl

— TICKER NEWS (@tickerNEWSco) November 23, 2022

Weeks ago there was another “false alarm” of a potential “hate crime.” On November 13, after a mass
shooting that killed three University of Virginia football players after a school field trip, the suspect
turned out to be a young Black student at the university. The story was almost immediately dropped in
the mainstream media.
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https://twitter.com/hashtag/BREAKING?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Chesapeake?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Virginia?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Walmart?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/walmartBlackFriday?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://t.co/NLK5xFFCJl
https://twitter.com/tickerNEWSco/status/1595281738124886017?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/thevivafrei/status/1593633377101533185
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“The suspect, Christopher Darnell Jones Jr., a student who was also on the trip, has been charged with
three counts of second-degree murder, two counts of malicious wounding and five counts of using a
handgun in the commission of a felony,” the New York Times recently reported. “He has not entered a
plea.”

These mass shooting events join a long list of recent incidents that failed to fit the left’s narrative about
a surge in ‘Right-wing’ extremist violence, including the Uvalde mass shooting, Buffalo mass shooting,
New York City subway shooting, Oklahoma hospital shooting, and Waukesha parade massacre.

by Kyler Becker

Category

1. Crime-Justice-Terrorism-Corruption
2. Main
3. Racism-Trans/Gender-LGBTQ+-Sex. crimes
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